
Scalable Deposit Module
Optimizing Your Cash and Check Transaction

In today’s world, financial institutions are focused on improving the consumer 
experience.  With the development of the Scalable Deposit Module from NCR, it is now 
more convenient for a customer to do a check and cash deposit without having the need 
to split the cash and check, an option not available from competitor solutions in the 
marketplace.

Through Scalable Deposit Module (SDM) technology for NCR SelfServ ATMs, consumers 
can deposit both cash and checks through a single deposit slot and with a single 
transaction, making deposits at the ATM faster and easier for a financial institution’s 
customers.

With SDM, a typical consumer deposit of five bank notes and two checks takes less than 
60 seconds to complete. In addition, SDM improves the experience for small and medium 
businesses. On average, the small business owner deposits between 12-20 checks and/
or 25-30 notes per transaction. SDM technology, particularly when combined with a 
personalized ‘My favorite transaction’ feature at the ATM, makes their daily deposits 
quick and hassle-free. Customers no longer need to stand in line for a teller, or even 
schedule their deposits during branch hours delivering a much more convenient service 
as well as real-time, online credit, that helps improve their cash flow.

An image of the deposited check on the 
receipt helps to build customer confidence 
for each and every transaction.

SDM installed on SelfServ 32

Key Benefits of Scalable Deposit Module

• Fast Media Handling = Shorter Transaction Time
•  Greater Customer Convenience to Improve Your 

Customer’s Experience
• Fast Transaction Times
• Single slot interface for cash and checks

o One deposit button
o One slot deposit
o One mixed bunch (software dependent)

• Intuitive to Service
o Visual indicators for transaction lead-
through

• Improved Branch Efficiency
• Available on NCR SelfServ 30 Series

The SDM module can be retrofitted for NCR’s existing 
SelfServ 30 series of ATMs or purchased installed in 
new models resulting in shorter deposit times because 
customers do not have to deposit bank notes into one 
slot and cash into another slot at an intelligent deposit 
ATM.

Single slot interface for cash and checks
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Scalable Deposit Module

NCR SelfServ 38 
A freestanding drive-up ATM designed to cope with the 
severest weather conditions. It dispenses cash, offers a full 
set of revenue-generating services and the widest range of 
upgrade options available. With a compact transaction area, 
its large screen and shortest reach delivers the greatest 
consumer usability across the widest range of vehicles. 

NCR SelfServ 32 Interior Freestanding Full Function ATM 
A full function freestanding lobby ATM. Designed with medium to high transaction usage 
in mind, the NCR SelfServ 32 dispenses cash as well as accepting cash and check deposits 
and offers a broad range of other services, such as bill payment, funds transfer, mobile 
phone top-up and mini-statements. 

NCR SelfServ 34 Through-the-Wall Full Function ATM 
An exterior through-the-wall or vestibule ATM, specifically 
designed for high transaction usage. It dispenses cash as well 
as accepting cash and check deposits and offers a broad range 
of other services, such as bill payment, funds transfer, mobile 
phone top-up and mini-statements. 

NCR SelfServ 34 Drive-up Through-the-Wall Full Function
A fully weatherized exterior through-the-wall drive-up 
ATM specifically designed for high transaction usage. It 
dispenses cash as well as offering a broad range of other 
services delivering a complete self-service transaction set 
in a drive-up location. 

The SDM module can be retrofitted for NCR’s existing SelfServ 30 series of ATMs or purchased installed in new models 
resulting in shorter deposit times because customers do not have to deposit bank notes into one slot and cash into 
another slot at an intelligent deposit ATM.

Why NCR? 
Unlike our competitors, NCR offers the flexibility of technology such as the Scalable Deposit Module, and other 
intelligent deposit solutions, as well as traditional two-pass processing.  Anyway you need it, we have a solution to 
suit your organization.


